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Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Total

Absent Tardy Absent Tardy Absent Tardy Absent Tardy Absent Tardy
0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 0

Academic Performance Level for
Elementary Score Rubric

Name Score
Meets M
Not Meeting NM

FIRST GRADE
Term

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
MATHEMATICS
OPERATIONS & ALGEBRAIC THINKING

Add within 10 using various strategies

Subtract within 10 using various
strategies

Use addition and subtraction within 10
to solve word problems

Add within 20 using various strategies

Subtract within 20 using various
strategies

Use addition and subtraction to solve
word problems within 20
NUMBERS AND OPERATIONS IN BASE TEN

Count to 40, starting at any number less
than 40

Read, write numerals and represent a
number of objects up to 40

Understand that a two digit number
represents tens and ones

Add within 40 using various place value
strategies

Count to 120, starting at any number
less than 120

Read, write numerals and represent a
number of objects up to 120

FIRST GRADE
Term

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Add within 100 using various place
value strategies
MEASUREMENT AND DATA

Measure an object using standard and
non-standard units

Order and compare lengths of 3 objects
using standard and nonstandard units

Organize, represent and interpret data
up to three categories and ask/answer
questions about it

Tell and write time in hour and half
hours using analog and digital clocks
GEOMETRY

Explain and draw attributes of shapes

Compose two and three dimensional
shapes to create a composite shape

Partition circles and rectangles into two
and four equal shares
LANGUAGE ARTS
FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS

Reads on level text proficiently

Shows growth in fluency to support
comprehension

Reads grade level text accurately and
fluently to support comprehension

Shows growth in grade appropriate
phonics skills

Demonstrates command of short vowel
sounds

Isolates initial, medial and final sounds

Knows common digraphs sh, th, and ch

FIRST GRADE
Term

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Able to blend and segment individual
sounds

Knows and applies the grade level
phonics skills

Understands basic sentence structure

Understands sentence features (e.g.
first word capitalization, spacing, end
punctuation)

Distinguishes between sentence
structures by using end punctuation
(e.g. period, exclamation point, etc.)

Demonstrates understanding of the
organization and basic features of print
READING LITERATURE AND INFORMATIONAL TEXT

Identifies what the text is mostly about

Identifies the main topic

Retells key events and details of a text

Retells key details and demonstrates an
understanding of what the text is mostly
about

Describes characters and setting

Identifies key details in a text

Asks and answers questions about key
details in a text

Describes major story elements in a
text

Shows an understanding of social
studies concepts through informational
text
WRITING

Writes on one topic and includes
introduction
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FIRST GRADE
Term

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Writes on one topic and includes
introduction and support

Writes on one topic and includes
introduction, support and closure

Creates grade level writing with
introduction, support and closure on
one topic

Begins to apply grade level conventions

Shows growth in grade level
conventions

Applies grade level conventions
ADDITIONAL SKILLS

Science / Health

Physical Education

Art

Music

Placement for 2019 - 2020

Your child will be assigned to the ______________ grade.

Teacher Signature
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